REFERENCE CUSTOMERS
Ariel Szewczuk, Marine Pilot, Argentina

"I have to tell you that the new device (GyroPilot) is awesome, a huge improvement from my previous device. It
exceeds all my expectations about functionality, build materials and portability characteristics."
Brian Tod, Harbour Master/Pilot, Wyndham Port, Australia

"It is a wonderful piece of kit and I am most impressed at its ease of use and delighted to have heading and ROT
after 20 years of missing it when piloting. Very impressed and pleased with this purchase."
Bunbury Port, Australia
Daniel Jordan, Columbia River Bar Pilots, United States of America
Frederico Neuss, Coop de Trab CPI Pilots Ltd, Argentina
Ian Brokenshire, Marine Pilot, Darwin Port Corp, Australia

"What makes the GyroPilot with an iPad so fantastic is the sustainability of use. That is, with their very compact,
light and quick setup, GyroPilot makes regular, everyday usage a reality ... And with reduced setup time, there
is less risk of losing situational awareness."
Kirit Barot, Marine Pilot, NorthTugz, New Zealand

“The GyroPilot has been outstanding, can’t do without it! Sometimes wonder why we did not have it many years
ago? Can I also say, great value for money and in perfect synergy with SEAiq”
Medway Pilots, United Kingdom
Midwest Post Authority, Geraldton, Australia
Mike O’Brien, Mississippi River Pilots, United States of America

“I’ve found GyroPilot’s ROT to be spot on and battery life to be excellent. Another pilot in our association has
ordered one based on my relating my experience with GyroPilot. Also, I can’t say enough good things about the
after sales support I have received.”
Nguyen Hai Anh, Harbour Pilot, PilotCo VIII, Vietnam

“I am in love with GyroPilot... This is my first time using a PPU in combination with SEAiq Pilot VPP running on iOS
iPad. It does a good job of helping me maintain better situational awareness. Our pilotage district is quite open sea
and it is adequate to our needs.”
Port Philips Sea Pilots, Australia
Tobias Akesson, Marine Pilot, Darwin Port Corp, Australia
Vitor De Castro, Rio de Janerio Pilots, Brazil
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